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Whitepaper Series
This document is one of a series of Whitepaper on the Salesforce Software Development
Lifecycle. The complete series is:
1. Introduction to Salesforce Software Development Lifecycle.
2. Agile development – how to carry out agile development with Salesforce technology,
including the basics of scrum.
3. Environmental Management – This cover roadmap planning and Sandbox
architecture.
4. Technical Governance – Development, Configuration and coding best practices (this
document).
5. Release Management – the processes and tools to migrate from Development, Test,
UAT, Production, including source control and Continuous delivery.
6. Testing Strategy – the processes and tools need to carry out comprehensive testing
on the Salesforce Platform.
7. Citizen Development – discusses the processes to enable Citizen Developers within
your company.
8. Coding Standards – comprehensive set of Salesforce coding standards

Scope
This document defines best practices for developing “Classic” Salesforce technology.
(“Classic” refers to Salesforce technology that runs on the Force.com platform) for an
introduction to the topic please review Development Lifecycle Guide

Introduction
This document outlines the best practices that scrum teams should follow to build solutions
on the Salesforce Platform. It includes the following:
• Development Best Practices.
• Development Tooling.
• Configuration Best Practices.
• Coding Best Practices.
• Performance Best Practices.
• Security Best Practices.
• Technical Debt.

Development Best Practices
The Salesforce Classic platform is based on the MVC architecture (Model, View, Controller).
However, with Lightning Components things get a bit more complex. The view has actually 2
elements, a view (HTML markup) and a controller (JavaScript). So:
• Salesforce Classic is based on a page-centric web application model which relies on
the server to generate a new page every time you interact with the application with
synchronous communications to the server. This is based on the MVC architecture
(Model, View, and Controller)
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•

Salesforce Lightning is based on an app-centric model were the JavaScript is used to
modify the user interface based on the users actions with asynchronous
communication to the server. This is based on View, Controller (Client), Controller
(server), Model, architecture.

The definitions are:
● Model – Objects (standard & custom).
● View - User Interface (Web client & Mobile).
● Controller - Application Logic.

Object-oriented Design
Before we discuss how you can develop Objects, Views and Controllers, it is useful to
outline some of the principles of object-oriented design. The reason since knowing these
principles will help with the system design.
As we know Salesforce is an object based system, so it’s important to understand some of
the core principles you should apply. By applying these its will make your solution simpler to
maintain and enhance and reduce overall technical debt. The key principle you should
consider when design an Object model:
• Single Responsibility: An object should have one and only one role.
• Encapsulation: The internal workings of an object is hidden from the rest of the
system.
• Interface: An object should have a well define approach to access and modify the
data within. There should be NO back doors.
So key to the design of the system is to spend time designing the object model to ensure
that each object has just one role and to have a well-defined object hierarchy and
interactions.

Objects
One of the largest error customers make when developing Salesforce solutions is the lack of
design of the overall data model and corresponding object model since Salesforce is also an
object oriented architecture with a comprehensive set of standard object defined within the
platform. See Object Reference for Salesforce and Force.com document for details of the
standard objects.
Best practices around the object model:
● Remember your corporate data model and adhere to it.
● Review design before creating lots of custom fields on an Object.
● Long-term maintainability is more cost effective than keeping object count down.
● Before creating a new custom object, check if there’s a standard object available that
can address the functional requirements and/or can be customized to close the gap.
● Remember over customization of Standard Objects is not good practices.
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●
●
●
●

The Object name should be self-explanatory and follow a standard naming
conversion as defined within the coding standards.
Should limit Customer fields to less than 100, if great then consider a secondary child
custom object, this will keep the UI design manageable and simplifies testing.
Ensure each object has only one role.
In the world of agile development were the full requirements are not known, it is
important to design the object model at the start of the project and as more user
stories are developed the model is constantly refracted otherwise significant data
architectural debt will accrue. If possible, by reviewing all the planned users’ stories
(EPIC’s) in the Product Backlog helps with the overall design.

The following are the steps you should follow in your model design. See Designing
Enterprise Data Architecture on the Salesforce1 Platform for details
1. Define Your Logical Data Model (LDM).
2. Define Your Enterprise Data Strategy (including Master Data Management).
3. Document the Data Lifecycle of Each Entity in the LDM.
4. Translate Entities and Cardinality into Objects and Relationships.
5. Determine whether to override Standard Objects.
6. Define Enterprise Object Classification and Tiering Strategy.
7. Design Your Security Model and Data Visibility Standards.
8. Design Your Physical Data Architecture.
9. Define Enterprise-wide and Org-Wide Data Standards.
10. Define Your Archive & Retention Strategy.
11. Define Your Reporting Strategy.
12. Repeat.

User Interface
The view or otherwise known as the user interface and how the model is exposed to the end
user. Within Salesforce you have a choice, the use of the Out of the Box UI or custom UI.

Out of the Box UI
If the standard UI is used then the capability can be developed significantly faster, otherwise
Visualforce or Lightning component would be required, when you start using Visualforce/
Lightning, the development effort starts to rapidly expand due to the following reasons
● Custom Controller or Controller extension may be required.
● Testing of the Apex controller code.
● Visualforce Pages (HTML development).
● Testing of Visualforce, including Security testing and Cross browser testing.
● Development and testing of a new Lightning component.
So it is recommended within the early releases the standard UI is used and the advanced
capability is left for a future release. Remember to go fast and iterate. Also consider the use
of an Lightning component from the AppExchange.
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There are a number of configuration techniques that can be used to deliver the out of the
Box UI, these are:
● Page Layouts.
● Field-level security.
● Record Types.
See Tips and Hints for Page Layouts and Field-Level Security for details.

Custom UI
Before considering developing custom UI, you need to ask the question is the standard UI
good enough and remember in the world of agile development and go fast and iterate. So
consider to start with the standard UI and then based on end user feedback, if the custom UI
is needed it can be developed in a later sprint. Since in many case custom UI, Visualforce
also needs a custom or extended Apex controller.
With the growing use of Lightning Experience, instead of developing Visualforce, could a 3rd
party Lightning Component be used or a new component is created. With the App Builder it
allows sophisticated UI to be created via configuration using off the shelf components from
Salesforce and 3rd parties.
Salesforce offered other technologies to build user Interfaces:
● Mobile: Native, hybrid, Web.
● Canvas - useful for integration use cases.
● Communities’ templates and Lightning Bolt solutions.
● Lightning Components.

Lightning Design System
When creating a solution UI it’s useful to review the Lightning Design System which is
collection of design patterns, components, and guidelines for creating unified UI in the
Salesforce ecosystem. https://www.lightningdesignsystem.com/

Application Logic
Salesforce offers many strategies to build application logic via configuration, there are:
● Validation Rules.
● Formulas.
● Workflow Rules.
● Approval Processes.
● Visual Workflow.
● Process Builder.
It is high recommended the above configuration strategies should be reviewed before you
consider developing Apex triggers.

Challenges & Consideration
When developing Salesforce solutions there are a number of common challenges and
consideration that the team needs to consider when building applications. The common one
are:
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●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

Lack of understanding of the scope of the configuration capabilities: To address this
challenge is to ensure the correct training and education is put in place, or by having
an expert from Salesforce Services to join the sprint team for a release and ensure
that comprehensive skill transfer occurs. Also it’s recommended that all team
members complete some basic Administrator and Developer Trailhead trails.
Developer background, jump into code: Many developers who start using Salesforce
come from the world of Java/.Net programming and are of the mindset of writing
code. This is an educational challenge.
The code should be review to see if it can be replaced by configuration: All code
should be reviewed by the team to verify that the capability cannot be delivered by
configuration or via a Lighting Component. One great example is triggers, many of
these can now be developed using the Process Builder.
Design: ensuring during the sprint sufficient time is spent designing the system.
80/20 rule “go fast and iterate”: Question the user story to ensure the requirement
which requires code is a “must have”, if this is the case, suggest it be added to the
backlog and prioritized in a future release.
Consideration of defined business process alteration if these alterations can be
achieved via configuration.
Over configuration: Sometimes a small amount of code improves the overall
maintainability of the system.
Understanding the availability of possible components within the AppExchange (eg
Buy of Build strategy).
Understanding Salesforce roadmap since capabilities may be scheduled for delivery
that will allow the solution to be developed via configuration. You can also submit a
feature request to Salesforce.

Configuration First Principle
Salesforce recommends that all Projects have a principle of Configuration First. The decision
tree below outlines a process that the project team should follow if they require to develop
Apex, VisualForce or Lightning components.
First, you should define a KPI for Configuration and it is recommended if the KPI falls below
80% then it is RED flagged and added to the overall Risk register. Then for each user story:
● Verify that the user story can be delivered via configuration only.
● Ask can the User story be simplified so it can be delivered via configuration only.
● Check if an AppExchange component or application be used to deliver the user story.
● The Architect Design Board will review the user story and there are 3 possible
outcomes:
○ Rejected - forces the business to simplify or redraft the user story.
○ Approved.
○ Develop a reusable Lightning Component.
● In the case of Approved, the board should consider 2 follow-up actions:
○ Review the Salesforce Product roadmap to see if at a later date new.
Capabilities can replace the Apex/VisualForce, if yes then this future technical
debt should be added as a new user story to be removed at a future date.
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○

<80%

Make a request to Salesforce for them to consider added the configuration
capability.

KPI

>80%

Salesforce Principle
of Configuration
First

Configuration First

Backlog
User Story

Configuration
Only

Yes

Proceed

Scrum Team

No

Yes

Simplification of
User Story
No

Yes

AppExchange
Component

Develop a Lightning
Componet

No

Rejected

Architect Review
Board

Review Salesforce
Roadmap
Technical Debt
Removal

Approved

New User Story

Request
Enhancement from
Salesforce

Architect Design Board
The aim of this lightweight board provides a forum for project teams:
• Custodians of the Salesforce architectural standards, principals, and best practices.
• Reviews and approves changes to the standards.
• Approves exceptions to the standards.
• Find answers to outstanding questions regarding Design & Architecture.
• Escalate and receive answers quickly to move ahead with their development.
• Promote and ensure re-usability across the platform.
• Review commercial and architectural impact where 3rd party or significant custom
development are needed.
• Benefit from a shared vision across applications.
• Benefit from a depth of combined Salesforce expertise.

Events
A new capability for you to consider to use within your architecture is Platform Events.
Platform events are part of Salesforce’s enterprise messaging platform. The platform
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provides an event-driven messaging architecture to enable applications to communicate
inside and outside of Salesforce.

Configuration Best Practices
As outlined in this series of documents, Salesforce recommends that developers try to
achieve the majority of their requirements via configuration.
Configuring Salesforce to meet a company’s business process and requirements are
typically straightforward. However, it’s important to configure your environments correctly. It
is much easier to spend a few extra minutes when configuring initially then it is to come back
later and attempt to do cleanup. Practical experience has shown it is at least 3x faster to
configure correctly the first time than it is to try and do it later. Note: Configuration requires to
be designed.
There is a number of key configuration task that should be done to an Org during initial setup
and ongoing maintenance, see Configuration & Security Best Practices for the
recommendations.

Useful configuration considerations
●

●

●

●
●

Hiding a field on a page layout is not a secure way to remove access to a field since
it can be visible in List Views, Reports and even through third-party tools that access
data via the API.
When configuring security related items in Salesforce, it is important to ensure you
always follow the best practices. Security should always be the first and foremost
consideration when setting up the Salesforce instance. If NOT designed correctly it
can be very difficult to test and verify it is meeting the requirements and maintenance
can be a significant challenge.
Monthly security reviews should be conducted to ensure the Org security settings are
configured properly and adhere to best practices
○ Check to ensure Org is setup according to guidelines.
○ Check for any “generic” users (internal, customer portal and partner portal).
○ Check for proper user naming conventions.
○ Check for any non-[Company Name] email addresses for internal users.
○ Review Login History for Password Lockout, Inactive User login attempts.
○ Review Profiles for correct permission settings.
○ Run standard security audit reports and dashboards:
■ Login by Login Status.
○ Review Setup Audit Trail.
○ Check compliance to GDPR.
Use caution when using the wizard to create a new object. Only grant visibility and
read, create, edit and delete rights as applicable.
If creating a custom tab for the new object, only add the tab to Applications that are
applicable – do not add the new custom tab to all Applications.

A key section of configuration are Objects, User Interface, and Application Logic:
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●
●

Data Model.
User Interface.

Application Logic
There are a number of key configuration strategies to allow developers create application
logic via configuration, these are:
● Validation Rules.
● Formulas.
● Workflow Rules.
● Approval Processes.
● Visual Workflow.
● Process Builder.

Validation Rules
Improve the quality of your data by using validation rules. Validation rules verify that the data
a user enters into a record meets the standards you specify before the user can save the
record. A validation rule can contain a formula or expression. Validation rules apply to new
and updated records for an object, even if the fields referenced in the validation rule are not
included in a page layout or an API call, ensure you include this scenario in your testing.
Validation rules don't apply if you create new records for an object with Quick Create. If your
Org has multiple page layouts for the object on which you create a validation rule, verify that
the validation rule functions as intended on each layout. If your Org has any integrations that
use this object, verify that the validation rule functions as intended for each integration. So
your test scripts need to test these different scenarios.
Note: when creating a validation rule ensure the error message to be displayed are “user
friendly” and help the user to input the correct data.
Useful URL’s:
● Example of Validation Rules.
● Validation Rule Considerations.
● Sample Date Validation Rules.
● Trailhead.

Formulas
A formula is an algorithm that derives its value from other fields, expressions, or values.
Formulas can help you automatically calculate the value of a field based on other fields.
There are used in a number of contexts, including custom fields for auto-calculating values,
criteria for data validation and workflow, as well as in the expression language in Visualforce.
Useful URL’s:
● Formulas Cheat Sheet.
● An Introduction to Formulas.
● Tips for Building Cross-Object Formulas.
● Workflow: Automating the Process.
● Trailhead
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Workflow Rules
Workflow is a Salesforce platform business logic engine that allows developers to define
rules to automate certain actions, such as sending email alerts, assigning tasks, or updating
field values. Any time that changes to a record meet the conditions in a workflow rule, the
platform automatically performs the actions associated with the rule.
Every workflow rule must be based on a single object you choose when you define the rule.
This object influences the fields that are available for setting the workflow rule criteria.
Workflow rules can be broken into two main components:
1. Criteria: the “if” part of the “if/then” statement. In other words, what must be true of
the record for the workflow rule to execute the associated actions?
2. Actions: the “then” part of the “if/then” statement. In other words, what to do when the
record meets the criteria.
When a record meets all the criteria for a workflow rule, that rule’s actions are executed. Just
like with criteria, you should know about the different types of actions:
● Task Actions: Create a task. For example, assign follow-up tasks to a support
representative.
● Email Alert Actions: Send an email by referencing an email template. For example,
email sales management when a sales representative qualifies a large deal.
● Field Update Actions: Update a field in the record that the workflow rule evaluated
or a related record. For example, when a user record is created, set the Active field
to true.
● Outbound Message Actions: Send a secure, configurable API message (in XML
format) to a designated listener.
Remember you also have Time based Workflow which are executed at a specific time.
When that specific time passes, the workflow rule re-evaluates the record to make sure that
it still meets the rule criteria.
Workflow Notes:
● The name should be clear, concise and give a summary of the purpose for the
workflow and based on your coding standards.
● Descriptions should contain a list of the actions and purpose for the workflow rule.
Providing an increased level of detail will allow developers to quickly understand the
purpose of a workflow rule without having to review the criteria and actions for every
rule.
● Workflow actions should be reused whenever possible. When naming workflow
actions, the name should be clear, concise and give a summary of the purpose for
the workflow action.
● Consider using Process Builder instead of creating workflows
Useful URL’s:
● Create a Workflow Rule
● Workflow Considerations
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●
●
●

Examples of Workflow Rules
Monitor Pending Workflow Actions
Workflow Terminology

Approval Processes
An approval process is an automated process your organization can use to approve records
in Salesforce. An approval process specifies the steps necessary for a record to be
approved and who must approve it at each step. A step can apply to all records included in
the process, or just records that meet certain developer defined criteria. An approval process
also specifies the actions to take when a record is approved, rejected, recalled, or first
submitted for approval. The approval process can be enhanced via Apex code.
Useful URL’s
● Sample Approval Processes.
● Approval Process Terminology.
● Considerations for Approval Processes.
● Apex Approval Processing Example.

Visual Workflow
Visual Workflow lets you automate business processes by building flows and distributing
them to the right users or systems. A flow is an application that can execute logic, interact
with the Salesforce database, call Apex classes, and collect data from users. You can build
flows by using the Cloud Flow Designer. Can publish an event message.
Useful URL’s
● Limits and Considerations for Visual Workflow.
● Visual Workflow Terminology.
● Considerations for Designing Flows.

Process Builder
The Process Builder is a workflow tool that helps you easily automate your business
processes by providing a powerful and user-friendly graphical representation of your process
as you build it. You can use the more powerful and flexible Process Builder to perform the
same actions as workflow. The process builder doesn’t support outbound messages, but you
can easily create one yourself with Apex. With the Process Builder, you can:
● Create a record.
● Update any related record, not just the record or its parent.
● Use a quick action to create a record, update a record, or log a call.
● Launch a flow, you can’t schedule this action with workflow.
● Send an email.
● Post to Chatter.
● Submit for approval.
● Can publish an event message.
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Workflow Rules Migration to Process Builder
If you are modifying or adding a new workflow, it is highly recommended that you use the
Process builder. This migration is a manual task and you have to:
• Map Your Workflow Criteria to Process Criteria.
• Map Your Workflow Actions to Process Actions.
• Determine the Order of Your Process Criteria.
Benefits
• Salesforce is no longer enhancing Workflows, all enhancements will be via the
Process Builder.
• In Workflow, there’s no way for you to determine which order your workflow rules run
in. In Process Builder, you determine the exact evaluation order of your process’
criteria.
• Process Builder includes more flexible actions compared with the corresponding
workflow actions.
• In Workflow, you can reference fields on the record’s parent. Process Builder, lets
you access the fields on any related record.
Useful URL’s
● Introducing Process Builder
● Process Limits and Considerations.
● Sample Process: Opportunity Management.
● Call Apex Code from a Process.
● Trailhead

Which Automation Tool Should I Use
The question many people as “Which Automation Tool Should I Use” please see Visual
Workflow Guide for details. Table below is correct with Winter 18 or check out this Trailhead
module

Complexity

Visual designer
Browser support

Process Builder

Visual Workflow

Workflow

Approvals

Multiple if/then
statements

Complex

A single
if/then
statement

A single if/then
statement

yes
All (Chrome
recommended)

yes
All (Safari not
recommended)
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no

no

All

All

Starts when

Supports timebased actions

- Record is
changes
-Invoked by
another process

Yes

Supported user
interaction

-User clicks
button or link
-User accesses
custom tab
-Process starts
-Apex is called

Yes

Yes

Yes

Create records

Yes

Yes

Delete records
Yes

Yes

Post to Chatter

Yes

Yes

Yes (alerts only)

Yes

Send outbound
message
without code

Submit for
approval

Yes

Tasks only

Tasks only

Yes

Launch a flow

Update fields

-User clicks button or
link
-Process or flow starts
that includes a
“Submit for Approval”
action
-Apex is called

Yes

Call Apex code

Send email

Record is
changed

Any related
record

Any record

Yes

Yes

Yes (Pilot)*

Yes(alerts
only)

Yes(alerts only)

Yes

Yes

The record or
its parent

The record or its
parent

Roll-up summary fields
A roll-up summary field calculates values from related records, such as those in a related
list. You can create a roll-up summary field to display a value in a master record based on
the values of fields in a detailed record. The detail record must be related to the master
through a master-detail relationship. Since Roll-up summary fields are only available with
master-detail relationship, there is an AppExchange Package RollupHelper which creates
roll-up on any Salesforce data.
Useful URL’s
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●
●
●
●

A Declarative Rollup Summary Tool for Force.com Lookup Relationships.
Defining Roll-Up Summaries.
Visual Development – When to Click Instead of Write Code.
Trailhead

URL Hacking
NOTE: This capability was never supported by Salesforce and is not available in Lightning
Very often you wish to create a custom button that loads a page layout with information
within the layout pre-populated, this can be achieved via modifying the page layout URL.
Note: Only by default the parent information is available, the other custom fields can be prepopulated by modifying the calling URL and this is known as URL Hacking. See URL
Hacking to Prepopulate Fields on a Standard Page Layout. If you wish to pre-populate a
standard field, you will need to create a custom field and then use a field update workflow to
update the standard field.
A second useful use case for URL Hacking is the creation of Dynamic Reports by passing
report criteria via a modified URL. See Passing Report Criteria via Dynamic Links.
Note: this advanced configuration is very powerful and can prevent the creation of many
Visualforce and Apex code, however, it’s not supported by Salesforce and if the Object ID
used were created in a Sandbox, when pushed to production it will change.

Configuration Commandments1
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1

Thou Shalt Always maintain detailed, thorough definitions in Descriptions everywhere
the field exists.
Thou Shalt Never create duplicate fields in the same object.
Thou Shalt Always keep end user experience in mind when configuring (KISS
principle).
Thou Shalt No more than 100 fields per object or consider secondary child object.
Thou Shalt Maintain a consistent, constant naming convention on all metadata.
Thou Shalt Never apply Field Level Security to ALL Profiles – be specific.
Thou Shalt Never apply new fields to ALL Page Layouts – be specific.
Thou Shalt Always include Record Types in Validation Rules to avoid conflict.
Thou Shalt Always document Requirements, Design & Testing.
Thou Shalt Always be mindful of all Org limits.
Thou Shalt Never hard code User or Contact names in picklists.
Thou Shalt Always ask for Business Reporting Requirements up front, not after
project.
Thou Shalt Never configure directly in Production.
Thou Shalt Never take field creation lightly. Consider the need, more generic field
names, use of field history tracking.
Thou Shalt Always consider tidying up existing functionality when configuring new.

Created by Kristin Lineberry SunTrust Bank
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Thou Shalt Reuse existing functionality where possible instead of creating new
functionality.
Thou Shalt Test, test, test – always thoroughly test every change no matter how
small.
Thou Shalt Always check the System Audit Trail to know what metadata to add to
your deployment.
Thou Shalt Always test in all available browsers.
Thou Shalt Maintain certification.
Thou Shalt Always consider your Data Model and Architectural design before
creating a new Object.
Thou Shalt Always review Design before creating numerous custom fields on an
Object.
Thou Shalt Never over customize Standard Objects.
Thou Shalt No more than 10 Page Layouts or Record Types per Object.
Thou Shalt Always Design first before Configuring.

Coding Best Practices
When developing Salesforce based solutions, it's important that all projects follow a standard
set of coding best practices and standards. Refer to the Salesforce Coding Standards, which
include links to additional background information.
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Code Reviews
A peer review of code is recommended at least once a week during each sprint, and before
the code is released to UAT testing. Regular peer review of code by the scrum team has 3
major benefits:
● Finds bugs and design inconsistencies early in the process.
● Identify opportunities to use configuration instead of code.
● Ensures the developed code adheres to the agreed standards.

Coding Commandments2
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Thou Shalt Keep thy code stupid simple (KISS principle).
Thou shalt not put queries in loops.
Thou shalt utilize maps for queries.
Thou shalt use relationships to reduce queries.
Thou shalt not put DML in loops.
Thou shalt only use one trigger per object.
Thou shalt keep logic outside of triggers.
Thou shalt have a happy balance between clicks and code.
Thou shalt cover thy code.
Thou shalt write meaningful unit tests.
Thou shalt write unit tests before developing.
Thou shalt test all conditions.
Thou shalt never use dummy code coverage.
Thou shalt never test with existing data.
Thou shalt not introduce extra logic for tests.

Performance Best Practices
When developing a Salesforce solution having the correct level of performance is critical.
The process starts with the User Stories and specifically the definition of done need to define
required performance criteria. The starting point for writing a performant system is to follow
the Code Standards. The following section gives additional guidance.

SOQL Query (Salesforce Object Query Language)
The Force.com query optimizer is an engine that sits between your SOQL, reports, and list
views and the database itself. Because of Salesforce’s multitenancy, the optimizer gathers
its own statistics instead of relying on the underlying database statistics. Using both these
statistics and pre-queries, the optimizer generates the most optimized SQL to fetch your
data. It looks at each filter in your WHERE clause to determine which index, if any, should
drive your query.
To determine if an index should be used to drive a query, the Salesforce query optimizer
checks the number of records targeted by the filter against selectivity thresholds.
2

https://developer.salesforce.com/blogs/developer-relations/2015/01/apex-best-practices-15-apexcommandments.html
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●

●

For a standard index, the threshold is 30 percent of the first million targeted records
and 15 percent of all records after that first million. In addition, the selectivity
threshold for a standard index maxes out at 1 million total targeted records, which
you could reach only if you had more than 5.6 million total records.
For a custom index, the selectivity threshold is 10 percent of the first million targeted
records and 5 percent all records after that first million. In addition, the selectivity
threshold for a custom index maxes out at 333,333 targeted records, which you could
reach only if you had more than 5.6 million records.

Common Causes of Non-Selective SOQL Queries
●

●

●

●

●

Having Too Much Data: Whether you are displaying a list of records through a
Visualforce page or through a list view, it’s important to consider the user experience.
Pagination can help, but will your users really go through a list with thousands of
records? You might not have this much data in your current implementation, but if
you do not have enough selective filters, these long lists can easily become an issue
as your data grows. Design your SOQL, reports, and list views with large data
volumes in mind.
Performing Large Data Loads: Large data loads and deletions can affect query
performance. The Salesforce query optimizer uses the total number of records as
part of the calculation for its selectivity threshold. This number takes into account
your recently deleted records. A deleted record remains in the Recycle Bin for 15
days or even less time if you exceed your storage limit, and the record has been in
the Recycle Bin for at least two hours and then that record is actually removed from
the Recycle Bin or flagged for a physical delete. When the Salesforce query
optimizer judges returned records against its thresholds, all of the records that
appear in the Recycle Bin or are marked for physical delete do still count against
your total number of records.
○ If the deleted records do not need to go to the Recycle Bin, use the hard
delete option in the Bulk API or contact Salesforce Customer Support to
physically delete the records.
○ If your data loads cause the records targeted by your filter to exceed the
selectivity threshold, you might need to include additional filters to make your
queries selective again.
Using Leading % Wildcards: A LIKE condition with a leading % wildcard does not
use an index. This is the type of query that would normally work better with SOSL.
However, if you need real-time results, an alternative is to create a custom search
page, which restricts leading % wildcards and adds governance on the search
string(s). Note: Within a report/list view, the CONTAINS clause translates into
‘%string%’.
Using NOT and != When your filter uses != or NOT, which includes using NOT
EQUALS/CONTAINS for reports, even if the field is indexed, the Salesforce query
optimizer can’t use the index to drive the query. For better performance, filter using =
or IN, and the reciprocal values.
Using Complex Joins: Complex AND/OR conditions and sub-queries require the
Salesforce query optimizer to produce a query that is optimized for the join, but might
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not perform as well as multiple issued queries would. This is especially true with the
OR condition. For Salesforce to use an index for an OR condition, all of the fields in
the condition must be indexed and meet the selectivity threshold. If the fields in the
OR condition are in multiple objects, and one or more of those fields does not meet a
selectivity threshold, the query can be expensive:
○ Filters on formula fields that are non-deterministic can’t be indexed and result
in additional joins. Common formula field practices include transforming a
numeric value in a related object into a text string or using a complex
transformation involving multiple related objects. In both cases, if you filter on
this formula field, the Salesforce query optimizer must join the related objects.
○ If you have large data volumes and are planning to use this formula field in
several queries, creating a separate field to hold the value will perform better
than following either of the previous common practices. You’ll need to create
a workflow rule or trigger to update this second field, have this new field
indexed, and use it in your queries.
In summary, the Salesforce query optimizer takes your SOQL, reports, and list views and
generates optimized queries. It chooses which index, if any, should drive your query, and it
uses its selectivity thresholds to make that decision. If the number of records returned for an
index is larger than a threshold, query performance wouldn’t improve by the use of that
index.
To ensure that your queries are selective, avoid some common pitfalls:
● Understand your schema and have proper indexes created.
● Apply as many filters as possible to reduce the result set.
● Minimize the amount of records in the Recycle Bin.
● Remember that NOT operations and LIKE conditions with a leading % wildcard do
not use indexes, and complex joins might perform better as separate queries.

SOSL Query (Salesforce Object Search Language)
Use the Salesforce Object Search Language (SOSL) to search your organization’s
Salesforce data for specific information. With SOSL, you can search all objects, including
custom objects, that you have access to in a single query.
SOSL allows you to specify the following for source objects:
● Text expression.
● The scope of fields to search.
● List of objects and fields to retrieve.
● Conditions for selecting rows in the source objects.
Pass the entire SOSL expression in the search parameter of the search() call.
SOSL queries can be used for text searches in the following environments:
● The search() call.
● Apex statements.
● Visualforce controllers and getter methods.
● The Schema Explorer of the Eclipse Toolkit.
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Designing Efficient Text Searches
If your searches are too general, they will be slow and return too many results. Use the
following to write more efficient searches:
● IN clause—for limiting the types of columns to search.
● RETURNING clause—for limiting the objects to search.
● LIMIT clause—for restricting the search results.
● OFFSET clause—for paging the search results.

Comparing SOSL and SOQL
Like Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL), SOSL allows you to search your Org’s
data for specific information which you have access:
● Use SOQL with the query() call to select records for a single object.
● Use SOSL with the search() call to find records for one or more objects and text
fields.

Data
One area that can improve overall performance is efficient data management strategy
● Archiving: Backup and removal of old data which is no longer required to be on-line,
it is recommended to have an archiving strategy.
● Large Data Volumes: as the data volumes grow and the object has many sharing
rules defined, it may be appropriate to defer sharing calculation via Apex managed
sharing. See Understanding Apex Managed Sharing.
● Integrations: When data is required from Backend systems it's important to ensure
you have defined the data half-life (How often does the data change). This will help in
the selection of the correct integration strategy:
o Batch integration were you creating a cache of the data within Salesforce
o Real time, in this case, you have a number of options:
▪ Web Services: this involves writing code in many cases.
▪ Salesforce Connect: This capability creates virtual objects which you:
can integrate with your application via configuration.
▪ Canvas: this enables you to easily integrate a third-party application in:
Salesforce, written but the Backend system team.
● Data Loading: When you need to load a very large amount of data into Salesforce
quickly, you want to ensure that each insert is as efficient as possible. With
appropriate preparation and post-processing, you can disable data validation and
enrichment operations while loading, without compromising your data integrity or
business rules.

User Interface
Now within Salesforce you have 2 user interfaces known as Lightning Experience and
Classic.
Classic: is based on Visualforce and is page-centric model were the server generates the UI
and returns it to the browser. However, by using an empty Visualforce page containing
JavaScript, the browser can generate the UI. This is very complex to develop.
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Lightning: is based on JavaScript using the Aura Framework and is app-centric model were
the browser generates the UI, This enable a more interactive user experience. This model
has a steeper learning curve compared to Visualforce and is more complexity since your
building an application, not just a page.

Visualforce
If your users experience delays, unexpected behavior, or other issues specifically around
Visualforce, there are several actions you can take to not only improve their experience but
to also make for improved coding.
First, determine whether Visualforce is the problem by ensuring that:
● The problems aren’t confined to a single user’s computer.
● Slow load times aren’t the result of a network issue by checking the load time of other
Salesforce pages.
● Are you following general Web design best practices.
● Used the Developer Console to step through the request and determine which items
in the request used the most system resources.
The following is a list of commonly encountered Visualforce performance issues and their
possible solutions:

View State Size
The view state size of your Visualforce pages must be under 135 KB. By reducing your view
state size, your pages can load quicker and stall less often:
● Use the transient keyword in your Apex controllers for variables that aren’t essential
for maintaining state and aren’t necessary during page refreshes.
● If you notice that a large percentage of your view state comes from objects used in
controllers or controller extensions, consider refining your SOQL calls to return only
data that's relevant to the Visualforce page.
● If your view state is affected by a large component tree, try reducing the number of
components your page depends on.

Load Times
Large page sizes directly affect load times. To improve Visualforce page load times:
● Cache any data that is frequently accessed, such as icon graphics.
● Avoid SOQL queries in your Apex controller getter methods.
● Reduce the number of records displayed on a page.
● “Lazy load” Apex objects to reduce request times.
● Consider moving any JavaScript outside of the <apex:includeScript> tag and placing.
it into a <script> tag right before your closing <apex:page> tag.

Multiple Concurrent Requests
Concurrent requests are long-running tasks that could block other pending tasks. To reduce
these delays consider.
● Action methods used by <apex:actionPoller> should be lightweight. It’s a best
practice to avoid performing DML, external service calls, and other resourceintensive operations in action methods.
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●
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Increase the time interval for calling Apex from your Visualforce page.
Move non-essential logic to an asynchronous code block using Ajax.

Queries and Security
By using the “with” sharing keyword when creating your Apex controllers, you have the
possibility of improving your SOQL queries by only viewing a data set for a single user.

Preventing Field Values from Dropping Off the Page
If your page contains many fields, including large text area fields, and has master-detail
relationships with other entities, it may not display all data due to limits on the size of data
returned to Visualforce pages and batch limits. Consider removing some to prevent field
values from being dropped from the display.”

Lightning
As stated above Lightning is a totally new approach in developing UI within the Salesforce
platform and is based on the open source Aura Framework. The framework uses a statefull
client and stateless server architecture that relies on JavaScript on the client to manage UI
component metadata and application data. The client calls the server only when absolutely
necessary to get more metadata or data. The framework uses JSON to exchange data
between the server and the client.
A Lightning Components is a bundle of resource files:
• <name>.cmp – definition, written in HTML markup.
• <name>.css – styles, written in cascading style sheets.
• <name>Controller.js – this is the client side controller written in JavaScript which is a
collection of code to define your application actions, known as handlers.
• <name>Helper.js – This is JavaScript functions that you want to share between
different action handlers.

Attributes
Component attributes are typed fields (which can be a standard or custom Salesforce object)
that are set on a specific instance of a component, and can be referenced from within the
component's markup using an expression syntax. An attribute name must follow these
naming rules:
• Must begin with a letter or an underscore.
• Must contain only alphanumeric or underscore characters.
Remember to use a name that is meaningful and add a description within the definition
(coding standards).
Attributes store values that describe a component state. The attribute lets you specify who
can modify its value. There are three access levels:
• Global: Any component can access the value of this attribute.
• Public: Only components in the same namespace can set the value of this attribute.
• Private: Only this component can set the value of this attribute.
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Server Communications
Unlike Visualforce, Lightning Components communicate with the Server asynchronously
That is, your client-side controller fires off a server request and then keeps processing and
when the response comes back from the server, There needs to be a callback function,
which runs and handles the response, including updating client-side data and the user
interface. If you have not worked with JavaScript this is a totally new way of programming.
To support this process you need to develop an Apex controller and for the controller to
support Lightning you need to add @AuraEnabled within the controller method declarations.
Also the methods need to be <static> with scope of <public> or <global>.

Events
When creating a Lightning component, it will be made up of a number of child components
which should all be independent of each other and self-contained. Communication between
these components is via the event system. Components broadcast events of a particular
type. If there another component needs to act on that type of event, you need to create an
event handler within your component.
• Component Events: A component event is fired from an instance of a component. A
component event can be handled by the component that fired the event or by a
component in the containment hierarchy that receives the event.
• Application Events: Application events follow a traditional publish-subscribe model.
An application event is fired from an instance of a component. All components that
provide a handler for the event are notified. Note: Application events allow
communication between components that are in separate parts of the application and
have no direct containment relationship.
Notes:
1. With the Lightning framework using Lightning Out allows the components to be
embedded within 3rd party systems.
2. Within markup expressions you can’t use JavaScript.
3. When writing JavaScript, don’t over function chaining since it can make the code less
maintainable and harder to read.
4. Remember, if you want to enable the Lightning Design System you need to the
attribute “extends=”force:slds”” within the application container.
5. Remember Apex is case-insensitive, but JavaScript is case-sensitive so always use
the exact API name of every object in client and server.

Security
Lightning and Visualforce handle security in different ways. From a security perspective,
there are three main differences between Visualforce and Lightning:
• Shared Resources: In Visualforce, you build complete pages, and it’s difficult to
reuse material on a page. In Lightning, the basic building blocks are components,
which are reusable and easily replaceable. A Lightning application that uses a
component can instantiate that component several times within a page. In a Lightning
application, all components in the Lightning user interface load into the same page so
they can be reused. These components share key resources like the global window
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•

•

and JavaScript interpreter. Be careful about using functions that take control of the
entire window, such as JavaScript alerts and global calls, or writing code that takes a
great deal of JavaScript processing, as it will affect other components in the same
window.
Encapsulation: Salesforce doesn’t support code that attempts to modify components
on a page outside the Aura framework. Anything that changes data in a component
without using its attributes, methods, or Aura framework methods is unsupported.
This kind of code can cause instabilities or vulnerabilities in your application.
Data Security: Visualforce enforces the active user’s CRUD and Field Level Security
permissions when a page renders a Salesforce object. Lightning doesn’t do any
client-side authorization, so it doesn’t respect these permissions. So when you write
your Apex controllers you need to implement your own data access checks.

LockerService
LockerService (LS) is Salesforce’s security architecture for Lightning components:
• It isolates individual Lightning components in their own containers so they can’t
interact with one another directly except through tools provided by the framework,
like attributes or events.
• Provides explicit security measures for your components, such as a Content Security
Policy (CSP) to help mitigate cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks and resource
restrictions to ensure that images and scripts load securely.
• Allows access only to supported APIs and hiding unpublished framework internals.
• Requires you to use ECMAScript (ES5) strict mode, and enforces it in your code. So
JavaScript code that runs in a browser can’t access a user's private information.
Content Security Policy (CSP)
Salesforce’s content security policy disallows inline JavaScript and the JavaScript <eval>
function in your code. This helps secure your components against attacks such as cross-site
scripting.
Notes:
1. Each component is responsible for its own security within the Lightning environment.
2. To prevent another component from calling your server side Apex functions, use
standard access controls for the user in every Aura enables method.
3. In IE 11 LockerService is disabled and its does not support Content Security Policy.
4. <aura:unescapedHTML> is a very dangerous Tag, it disables a security layer
5. Be careful if using expression in HTML <href>, <src>Tags could redirect you to
unsecure locations.
6. Do not use 3rd party JavaScript Libraries.
7. Avoid firing events within a renderer since I can cause a loop.
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Performance
When developing components the response time may not be optimum, this may be due to
very large and complex HTML markup, loading large number of objects etc. There is a
Chrome extension - Lighting Inspector which has a Performance Tab which allow you to find
potential bottlenecks.

Lightning Design System
The Salesforce Lightning Design System includes the resources to create user interfaces
consistent with the Salesforce Lightning principles, design language, and best practices. The
site provides a range of resources for designers and developers, which includes:
• Semantic and accessible component markup.
• Cross-browser compatible CSS.
• Icons, font, and design guidelines.

Lightning and Visualforce issues
The largest difference between Visualforce in Lightning Experience and Visualforce in
Salesforce Classic is the environment it runs in. In Salesforce Classic, Visualforce “owns”
the page, the request, the environment. Visualforce is the application container. But in
Lightning Experience, Visualforce runs inside an iframe that’s wrapped inside the larger
Lightning Experience container. This change to the execution context has a number of
effects on the way Visualforce pages can affect the overall Salesforce application. These
are:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Visualforce pages look like Salesforce Classic, if you want your pages to match the
Lightning Experience styling, you have to do some modifications. That is you have to
enable the Lightning Design System within your Visualforce page by adding the
following Tag <apex:slds /> within the header block and wrap your code in a scoping
class, <div class="slds-scope">...</div>. Remember by carrying out this modification
requires testing and if you are in the middle of a migration it may affect your classic
users.
If your Visualforce pages make use of JavaScript, there are things you need to verify.
Visualforce doesn’t “own” the whole page when shown in Lightning Experience, and
because of that your JavaScript additional security constrains as discussed above.
Visualforce can’t directly access the global objects.
Visualforce pages with embedded iFrames, so avoid <apex:iframe> within your code
There’s no way to suppress or alter the Lightning Experience header or sidebar.
Any override for object list actions, specifically Object tab, Object list, Record view,
Record edit, Record create, Record delete are not accessible in Lightning.

Testing
It is important during the testing phase to verify that the performance criteria is meet via the
correct load testing. Load testing is used to gauge performance under expected conditions
with varying loads (that is increasing numbers of users or transactions) and configurations.
If you have highly customized code or large transactional volumes. The goal should be to:
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Ensure that custom application or business logic meets your desired response times.
Determine whether your estimated transaction throughput of anticipated loads is
accurate.

Identify your key business processes and build test scenarios around them. You can use
tools like LoadRunner to simulate concurrent users and put your application through real-life
loads. If you have inbound/outbound integrations, ensure that they are included in your test
scripts and your test infrastructure is a mirror image of production, if possible. Run a very
low-volume test to validate the test scripts. You can then compare the metrics from this small
test with the baseline numbers from the unit tests.
Note: Before you can performance test in your sandbox environment, you must first create a
test plan and submit it to Salesforce Customer Support.
The test plan should include:
● A description of your tests.
● Record counts of the objects in your tests.
● The test scripts and tool (e.g., LoadRunner) that your tests will use.
● Your estimated testing loads.
● When you plan to conduct the tests.
● Your sandbox Orgs and production Org IDs.
● Contact information that salesforce.com can use to reach you during your tests.
Once Salesforce Customer Support approves your test plan, Salesforce can help monitor
your tests. The performance test request should be submitted at least 2 weeks in advance.
After tuning your application and it still does meet your requirements, then you may consider
raising a case with Customer Centric Engineering (CCE), there are equipped with tools and
standard processes that can add more insight to performance profiling.
If you have a mixed environment (Visualforce and Lightning) testing gets a bit more complex
you need to do the following:
• For each supported device.
• For each supported operating system.
• For all the different browsers.
• For the supported user Lightning Experience and Salesforce Classic.
Finally don’t forget security testing.
To help with Lightning testing there is a Lightning Testing Service available on Github. It is a
set of tools and services that let you create test suites for your components using standard
JavaScript test frameworks like Jasmine. It will work standalone or within SalesforceDX.
Finally there is a Lightning linter tool that can check your JavaScript code to verify your code.
Also it’s available as a Chrome extension so it can be available within the Developer
Console.
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Useful URL’s
● A Guide to Application Performance Profiling in Force.com.
● Maximizing the Performance of Force.com SOQL, Reports, and List Views.
● Best Practices for Deployments with Large Data Volumes.
● The Salesforce Bulk API – Maximizing Parallelism and Throughput Performance.
When Integrating or Loading Large Data Volumes.
● Long- and Short-Term Approaches for Tuning Force.com Performance.
● Performance Testing Your Force.com Application.
● Lightning Security Best Practice

Security Best Practices
When developing Salesforce solutions it is always paramount to ensure your system is
secure. This starts by understanding what is your corporate security policies around data
and web development for cloud based solutions. The second step is that you need to design
a security architecture to implement these policies, remembering a simple architecture is
better. The reason for this is a simpler architecture is simpler to verify via testing. Over
complex solution are hard to test and vulnerability may arise.
An important point to highlight, the more code you write Apex, Visualforce, Lightning
Components more complex your testing will become, however, if you develop your solution
via configuration Salesforce implements the strategies to address many vulnerabilities, but
you still need to do security testing to verify the correct implementation.
Web Site vulnerabilities:
● Cross Site Scripting.
● Cross Site Request Forgery.
● Authentication, Authorization and Session Management.

Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) attacks are a type of injection, in which malicious scripts are
injected into otherwise benign and trusted web sites or URLs. XSS attacks occur when an
attacker leverages a vulnerable web application to deliver malicious code, generally in the
form of a browser side script. Flaws that allow these attacks to succeed are quite
widespread and occur anywhere a web application embeds un-encoded or un-validated user
supplied input into its HTTP response. This enables an attacker to execute a malicious script
within the user's browser achieving any number of impacts such as; allowing an attacker to
steal login tokens, credentials or sensitive data.
There are three different forms of XSS, the differences lie in how the payload is delivered
back to the victim. There are; reflected, stored and DOM based.
The Open Web Application Security Project is better known by its acronym OWASP has put
together a great cheat-sheet on how to prevent XSS.
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Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF)
Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) is an attack which forces an end user to execute
unwanted actions on a web application in which he/she is currently authenticated. With a
little help of social engineering (like sending a link via email/chat), an attacker may trick the
users of a web application into executing actions of the attacker's choosing. A successful
CSRF exploit can compromise end user data and operation in case of normal user. If the
targeted end user is the administrator account, this can compromise the entire web
application.
In order to facilitate a "transparent but visible" CSRF solution, developers are encouraged to
adopt the Synchronizer Token Pattern. The synchronizer token pattern requires the
generating of random "challenge" tokens that are associated with the user's current session.
These challenge tokens are then inserted within the HTML forms and links associated with
sensitive server-side operations. When the user wishes to invoke these sensitive operations,
the HTTP request should include this challenge token.
Within the Salesforce platform, Salesforce has implemented an anti-CSRF token to prevent
this attack. Every form includes a parameter containing a random string of characters as a
hidden field. When the user submits the form, the platform checks the validity of this string
and will not execute the command unless the given value matches the expected value. This
feature will protect you when using all of the standard controllers and methods, but only for
POST requests. GET requests are not protected with the anti-forgery token. NOTE if you
develop a custom control the CSRF vulnerability may occur if not written and tested
correctly.

Injection Flaws
Injection flaws allow attackers to relay malicious code through a web application to another
system. These attacks include calls to the operating system via system calls, the use of
external programs via shell commands, as well as calls to backend databases via SQL (i.e.,
SQL injection). Whole scripts written in perl, python, and other languages can be injected
into poorly designed web applications and executed. Any time a web application uses an
interpreter of any type there is a danger of an injection attack.
SQL injection is a particularly widespread and dangerous form of injection. To exploit a SQL
injection flaw, the attacker must find a parameter that the web application passes through to
a database. By carefully embedding malicious SQL commands into the content of the
parameter, the attacker can trick the web application into forwarding a malicious query to the
database. These attacks are not difficult to attempt and more tools are emerging that scan
for these flaws. Apex does not use SQL, but its own database query language, SOQL.
SOQL is much simpler and more limited in functionality than SQL, however, this vulnerability
can still occur.
The Salesforce REST and SOAP APIs allow end users to submit arbitrary SOQL strings.
However, this does not lead to SOQL injection because the APIs include built in checks for
sharing and CRUD/FLS permissions. This means that end users are only allowed to see or
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modify records and fields that they already have access to. On the other hand, when making
SOQL calls in Apex Code, no CRUD/FLS checks are performed (and sharing checks are
only performed if the 'with sharing' keyword is used). Therefore it is a serious security
vulnerability to allow end users to control the contents of a SOQL query issued in Apex code.
See Testing CRUD and FLS Enforcement for details on how to prevent this vulnerability.

Authentication, Authorization and Session Management
The definition of the 3 terms are:
● Authentication: Authentication is the process of verification that an individual or an
entity is who it claims to be. Authentication is commonly performed by submitting a
user name or ID and one or more items of private information that only a given user
should know.
● Authorization: Authorization ensures that the authenticated user has the appropriate
privileges to access resources. The resources a user has access to depend on
his/her role.
● Session Management: Session Management is a process by which a server
maintains the state of an entity interacting with it. This is required for a server to
remember how to react to subsequent requests throughout a transaction. Sessions
are maintained on the server by a session identifier which can be passed back and
forward between the client and server when transmitting and receiving requests.
Sessions should be unique per user and computationally very difficult to predict.
To address these vulnerabilities it is paramount that you set-up your Org correctly:
● Login Access Policies.
● Strong password policies, but preferable the use of Single sign on.
● Session Settings.
● Consider dual Authentication.
● Restrict Login IP Ranges.
● Consider using Toopher when Salesforce releases this capability in 2016.

Additional Resources
Security Tools
● Force.com Security Source Code Scanner.
● The Chimera web scanner.
Comprehensive training is available on Trust Academy and it's highly recommended all
developers take the specific course Secure Development.
Useful URL’s
● Secure Coding Guideline.
● Security Implementation Guide.

Technical Debt
In 1992, Ward Cunningham introduced the concept of technical debt: “Shipping first-time
code is like going into debt. A little debt speeds development so long as it’s paid back
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promptly with a rewrite. Objects make the cost of this transaction tolerable. The danger
occurs when debt is not repaid. Every minute spent on not-quite-right code counts as
interest on the debt. Entire engineering organization can be brought to a stand-still under the
debt load of an unconsolidated implementation, object-oriented or otherwise.”
Acquiring technical debt is a design or construction approach that’s expedient in the short
term but that creates a technical context in which the same work will cost more overall to do
later than it would cost to do now. In carrying out Salesforce development using agile
methodologies, debt can arise from 2 main areas:
● Since in agile development you do not start out knowing fully and understanding the
overall requirements, you can gather design debt. That is why the Scrum
methodology includes regular design debt sprints to refactor the application.
● Salesforce releases new capabilities 3 times a year. These releases can cause code
and configuration debt. So we encourage customers to regularly review the
capabilities in each release, and refactor their code and configurations to use the upto-date capabilities.
Classic causes of technical debt are:
● People.
● Processes.
● Technology.

People
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Undermined motivation.
Weak personnel.
Problem employees.
Heroics.
Adding people to a project that’s running late.
Noisy, crowded offices.
Friction between developers and business.
Unrealistic expectations.
Lack of effective project sponsorship.
Lack of stakeholder buy-in.
Lack of user input.
Politics over substance.
Wishful thinking.

Process
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Overly optimistic schedules.
Insufficient risk management.
Contractor failure.
Insufficient planning.
Abandonment of planning under pressure.
Wasted time on a fuzzy front end.
Shortchanged activities.
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Inadequate design.
Shortchanged QA.
Insufficient controls.
Premature or too frequent convergence.
Omitting necessary tasks from estimates.
Planning to catch up.
Coding-like-hell.

Technology
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Requirements gold-plating.
Feature creep.
Developer gold-plating.
Push me, pull me negotiation.
Research-oriented development.
Silver-bullet syndrome.
Overestimated savings from new tools or methods.
Switching tools in the middle of a project.
Lack of automated source control.
Lack of automated testing.
Salesforce 3 releases a year.

Places technical debt can be found in a Salesforce application include:
● Data model – lack of ongoing design and refactoring.
● Old capabilities which were original developed which are now available out of the
box.
● Over complex business processes – best to simplify and standardize will drive
efficiency and cost savings.
● Badly written Apex & Visualforce.
● Writing code instead of configuration.
● Development work instead of using in-built capabilities of Salesforce.
● Over complex security due to lack of good design and understanding of
requirements.
● Data volumes.
● Integration due to lack of strategy.
● Out dated processes which have not been removed.
Examples of technical debt in Salesforce include:
● Far too many custom fields on an Object: This occurs due to lack of data model
design and refactoring. Salesforce best practice recommends no more than 100
custom fields on an object. This keeps the User interface layout manageable; as the
number of customer fields grows, it increases the number of record types and page
layouts.
● Too many Page Layouts & Record Types, which mainly occurs for 2 reasons:
o Inappropriate use of standard objects, based on misapplied experience. This
happens most commonly to CASE objects.
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●

●

●
●

●

●

o Lack of process standardization across business units.
Salesforce recommends no more that 10 record types and 10 page layouts. As the
number grows, regression testing becomes increasingly hard and complex.
Too many Profiles: Associate each profile with a persona, and use permission sets to
grant access to capabilities.
Apex & Visualforce APIs in past versions: All Salesforce code is saved and executed
within a specific version of the Salesforce API. The current version of the API is 36,
as of the Spring 16 release. The default API version is the version in which the code
was created. When the code is modified, Salesforce recommends saving it to the
current API. This may involve minor refactoring of the code.
Large Blocks of comment-out code: Remove this code to keep the remaining code
clean and readable. If the developer needs the code in the future, to access this old
they can get it from the source control system.
Inactive Triggers: remove these, to keep the system clean.
Unused Custom Indexes: This implies the way the system is now being used is
different from when the capabilities were implemented. These unused indexes should
be investigated, and removed if they have no foreseeable purpose.
S-controls: Many Salesforce Orgs still have S-controls which were depreciated over 5
years ago. These should be replaced with Visualforce and Lightning components.
These are commonly found in old AppExchange packages, which should be replaced
or updated.
Unmanaged AppExchange packages: these packages are unsupported, and should
be investigated.

Also, based on your experience, if you hear or see any of the following, these can imply
technical debt:
● The only one who can ever change this code is “Jim”.
● “Let’s just copy & paste this code”.
● “If I touch that everything will break”.
● TODOs or FIXMEs in the code.
● “We had to do it that way with those licenses”.
● “It usually works the second time”.
● Takes longer to deliver new capability.
● Longer QA cycles.
● Lack of skills.
● Lack of understanding of Salesforce platform.
The following are steps to manage technical debt, but key is to be proactive:
● Robust project management.
● Good system architecture and design.
● Abstraction to ease swap-out.
● Remove dependency on individuals.
● Technical Debt backlog.
● Include Technical Debt cost in requirements estimation.
● Add buffer-tasks for refactoring of code within the sprint planning.
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Agree planned technical debt releases only.
Periodic code rationalization or code being unused.
Dashboard to give insights on adoption and usage of functionality.
Periodic review of Salesforce releases and plan to migrate / move to declarative
features.
Periodic review of new AppExchange packages.
Regular review of new Configuration capabilities released by Salesforce which can
replace Apex and VisualForce.

Optimizer
To help customer understand the level of technical debt within a Salesforce Org, Salesforce
has developed a new tool Optimizer. It is recommended to run this tool regularly during your
development stages.

Development Tooling
Within this section there are 3 sections:
● Salesforce Tools
● 3rd Party Development Tools
● Code review tools

Salesforce
Salesforce offered a number of tools which can help with development of configuration and
Apex code, this section will outline these tools
● Web Client.
● Developer Console.
● Schema Builder.
● Process Builder.
● Visual Workflow.
● App Builder.
● Workbench.
● Apex Debugger
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Web Client

Salesforce Classic UI

Salesforce Lightning UI
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Via the set-up menu within Salesforce, this allows developers to carry out significant amount
of configuration like creating and customizing custom objects, added custom fields to an
existing object. All changes are recorded within the Set-up Audit log. This tool makes is very
simple to do the configuration, however, this is its major disadvantage since many people
make the changes without due diligence to the design of the system and even make
changes directly into production which is against best practice.
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Developer Console

The Developer Console is an integrated development environment with a collection of tools
you can use to create, debug, and test applications in your Salesforce Org:
● Development of Apex. Visualforce and Lightning.
● Executing SOQL & SOSL Queries.
● Running Apex test classes.
● Simple developer experience unlike a number of the 3rd Party tools as discussed
below.
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Schema Builder

Schema Builder provides a dynamic environment for viewing and modifying all the objects
and relationships in your application. This greatly simplifies the task of designing,
implementing, and modifying your data model, or schema.
You can view your existing schema and interactively add new custom objects, custom fields,
and relationships, simply by dragging and dropping. Schema Builder automatically
implements the changes and saves the layout of your schema any time you move an object.
Schema Builder provides details such as the field values, required fields, and how objects
are related by displaying lookup and master-detail relationships. You can view the fields and
relationships for both standard and custom objects.
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Process Builder

Process Builder is a workflow tool that helps you easily automate your business processes
by providing a powerful and user-friendly visual representation of your process as you build
it. The Process Builder’s simple and powerful design allows you to:
● Create your processes using a convenient visual layout with point-and-click
efficiency.
● Create your whole process in one place rather than using multiple workflow rules.
● Create processes by working together in one UI with different teams in your
business.
● Stop using Apex code to automate simple tasks.
Note: The Process Builder doesn’t support outbound messages, but you can easily create
one via Apex.
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Flow

Flow you automate business processes by building flows and distributing them to the right
users or systems. A flow is an application that can execute logic, interact with the Salesforce
database, call Apex classes, and collect data from users.
Visual process tools and wizards make it second nature to add complex business logic to
your applications, and to make changes as your business evolves. Visual Workflow, built
using Salesforce’s Cloud Flow Designer, lets you visually string together one or more forms,
business rules, and calls to backend APIs to implement a complete business process
without writing code:
● Call scripting for inbound or outbound call centers.
● Diagnostics & troubleshooting guides.
● Guided data entry processes to reduce errors & training costs.
● Product configuration.
● Sales quotations.
● Guided selling with sales methodologies.
● Employee on-boarding.
Note: It is recommended to start with the Process Builder whenever possible. The user
interface is easier to use than the Cloud Flow Designer. The best way to figure out whether
you can start with the Process Builder is to ask yourself, “Do I need to get information from a
user?”, if yes then use Visual workflow.
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App Builder

The App Builder is a point-and-click tool that makes it easy to create custom application
pages for Salesforce. With the Lightning App Builder, you can combine various components
on a single app home page to give your Salesforce1 users require.
With the App Builder, you can combine various components on a single app using:
● Standard Components.
● 3rd Party Components from the AppExchange.
.
With the Lightning App Builder, you can build:
● Simple, single-page apps with the ability to drill down into the details.
● Dashboard-style apps, such as for tracking top sales prospects or key leads for the
quarter.
● “Point” applications to address a particular task, such as entering and monitoring
expenses.
● Note: To use 3rd party components you need to enable MyDomain capabilities within
your Salesforce Org.
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Workbench

Workbench is a powerful, web-based suite of tools designed for administrators and
developers to interact with Salesforce Orgs via the Salesforce APIs. Workbench includes
robust support for the Bulk, Rest, Streaming, Metadata, and Apex APIs that allows users to
describe, query, manipulate, and migrate both data and metadata in Salesforce Orgs directly
in their web browser with a simple and intuitive user interface. Workbench also provides
many advanced features for testing and troubleshooting the APIs, such as customizable
SOAP headers, debug logs for API traffic, backward compatibility testing with previous API
versions, and single sign-on integration within the Salesforce application.
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Apex Debugger

The Apex Debugger extends the Force.com IDE plug-in for Eclipse and offers:
● Set breakpoints in Apex classes and triggers.
● View variables, including Object types, collections, and Apex System types.
● View the call stack, including triggers activated by Apex Data Manipulation Language
(DML), method-to-method calls, and variables.
● Interact with global classes, exceptions, and triggers from your installed managed
packages. (When you inspect objects that have managed types that aren’t visible to
you, only global variables are displayed in the variable inspection pane.).
● Complete standard debugging actions, including step into, over, and out, and run to
breakpoint.
● Output your results to the Console window.
● There is an additional cost for the Apex debugger.
● Note: The plug-in is currently using private debug API’s so this capability is only
currently available within this tool.

3rd Party Development Tools
It is recommended all scrum teams use the same development tool

Considerations for selections of a 3rd Party Development Tool
●
●

Usability.
Integration to selected Source Control System.
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Ability to generate ANT Scripts.
Skills and knowledge of the scrum team.
Client or Cloud solution.
Capabilities of the tool.
Cost.
Etc.

However, before the process of selecting tools, the CoE Core Management team need to
define their own specific criteria for selection. (The information presented is summarized
from the vendor’s web sites.).
The follow tools will be discussed:
● Eclipse.
● MavensMate.
● Welkin.
● Illuminated.
● BrainEngine.
● Cloud9.
● Salesforce Extensions for Visual Studio

Eclipse
Eclipse is the most common tool for developing Java code and Salesforce created a
Force.com IDE to allow developers for creating, modifying and deploying Salesforce
applications. The IDE is built on the Salesforce Tooling API and lets the developer code,
compile, test, package, and deploy all from within the IDE. Much of the actual work, such as
compilation, happens on the Salesforce platform, the Force.com IDE performs the
communication and result parsing transparently. The Force.com IDE has now been opensourced by Salesforce:
● Free.
● Integrates well with source control.
● Currently limited Lightening support.
● Is known to be slower than other tools, this may be due to the constant
communication with the Sandbox.
The IDE has been updated to support interactive debugging via a debugging API and there
is an addition cost per user.
Furthermore there is a new Eclipse IDE plug-in for Salesforce DX.

MavensMate
Mavensmate is a Sublime Text (sophisticated text editor for code) plugin for Salesforce
developers, this plugin allows you to perform operations like compile Apex classes, trigger,
built VisualForce pages, deploy Apex test to server and as MavensMate team states that the
plugin is designed for Salesforce developers by the Salesforce Developer. Also, there is a
beta version of MavensMate using Atom text editor:
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●
●
●
●
●

Lightweight, fast.
Many people believe it offers better features than the eclipse Plug-in.
Widely used by Mac users.
Powerful code assist and templates.
Wide community support so very up to date with latest features and tooling API for
Salesforce.
● Limited source control support.
Note: Mavensmate is now no longer been developed.

Welkin Suite
A new IDE developed by Softheme a Salesforce Partner. It uses Microsoft Visual Studio as
the Shell of the IDE. Due to this many very rich developer productivity tools are available
Flexible project explorer with the ability to group common files together, like Apex,
Visualforce, HTML, CSS, JavaScript as well as to execute unit tests, SOQL queries etc:
● Provides a comprehensive feature set to considerably improve comfort of
development and your productivity.
● Comprehensive help.
● Cost.

BrainEngine
BrainEngine Studio has all the tools you need in a single intuitive environment. It’s an IDE for
Force.com development that combines Apex editing, data management, and system
deployments together into a single environment. It uses Microsoft Visual Studio as the Shell
of the IDE. Due to this many very rich developer productivity tools are available:
● Mature product.
● Supports multiple Source Control Systems.
● Works only on Windows.
● Cost.
Note: This product has not been updated since 2014.

Illuminated Cloud
Illuminated Cloud is a Force.com development tool hosted within JetBrains IntelliJ IDEA
(Java IDE). It provides features offered by modern Java IDEs, such as context-sensitive
code completion, source code navigation and cross-referencing, and integrated API
documentation:
● Extensive code completion, source code navigation.
● Templates.
● Cost.
● Support could be limited – small company.

Aside.io
ASIDE is full-featured Salesforce IDE built from the ground up for efficient delivery, design,
and testing of Apex and Visualforce code? This IDE is a cloud based solution only and runs
on Heroku. It is supported and developed by a Salesforce Services Consultant:
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●
●
●
●

Very fast.
Limited source control support.
Does leave a desktop footprint.
Limited support and resources for enhancements.

Cloud9
Cloud9 brings advanced editing tools to Apex, Visualforce, and Lightning development. It's
the level of quality and power you're accustomed to in other programming languages. Inline
function lookup, autocomplete, code analysis and error-detection make your code clean and
easy to maintain:
● Lightning Support.
● Comprehensive Testing capabilities.
● Supports Lightning Components.
● Cloud9 has also received an investment from Salesforce Ventures.
● Browser based.
● Cost.

Salesforce Extensions for Visual Studio
The Salesforce extensions for Visual Studio Code are a set of enhancements for custom
development on the Salesforce Platform. Together, these extensions enable you and your
team to use the Visual Studio Code IDE with Salesforce DX to deliver continuously, together.
The extension supports real-time Apex Debugger with your scratch orgs.

Code review tools
To help drive quality it's important to regularly scan your code, especially for security
vulnerabilities. You may wish to select multiple tools.

Considerations for selections of a Code review tools
●
●
●
●
●

Usability.
Integration to selected development tool.
Cost.
Capabilities.
Etc.

However, before the process of selecting tools, the CoE Core Management team need to
define their own specific criteria for selection. (The information presented is summarized
from the vendor’s web sites.)
The follow tools will be discussed:
● SonarQube with CodeScan.
● Gerrit.
● Force.com Security Source Scanner.
● Checkmarx.
● Lightning linter.
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CodeScan
CodeScan Apex and VisualForce Code Quality tools. It offers rich visual reporting, lots of
metrics, and time-lines to track improvements:
● 160 different checks on Apex and VisualForce code.
● Rich visual reporting, built on top of the popular SonarQube.
● Ability to build your own rules with XPath.
● Plug-in for Eclipse.
● Highlights technical debt.
● Cost.
● Installation effort.
● Developed and supported by a small business.

Gerrit
Gerrit is code collaboration tool to allow developers to review each other code, to approve or
reject code before it’s integrated into the source control branch:
● Free.
● Design to work with Git source control system.
● Limited automated coding conventions checks.

Force.com Security Source Scanner
This service provides developers of the Force.com platform information regarding the
security of their code (specifically Apex and Visualforce) through next generation static
analysis tools.
Upon submission, your code will be queued and scanned. A notification of successful job
creation or reason for job failure as well as the final report will be sent to the email address
on file for the username submitted.
Based on Checkmarx product:
● Free.
● Supports:
○ Security and Quality Rules.
○ Salesforce1 Security (Beta).
○ Review Source Scanner Help for details of capabilities.
● Only 3 scans per month.
● Only 30,000 lines of code per month.
● Aimed at small companies.
● Reduced version of Checkmarx product.
● Cannot be integrated into development IDE.

Checkmarx
Checkmarx's is a Source Code Analysis (SCA) solution that identifies and tracks application
layer security vulnerabilities. It can be integrated seamlessly into the Software Development
Life Cycle (SDLC), enabling the early detection and mitigation of crucial security flaws.
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Support for Mobile applications with unique and dedicated analysis for iOS, Android,
and Windows applications. Checkmarx ensures security is an integral part of the
application development process and reduces the time to market by eliminating code
vulnerabilities during the coding process rather than detecting them at a later stage:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Salesforce has selected Checkmarx for its security scanning.
Support Mobile development.
Offers suggestion to address vulnerabilities.
Flexible Reporting.
Eclipse Plug-in.
Cost.
Installation effort.

Lightning Linter Service
Since a significant element of a Lightning component is JavaScript so the code requires
scanning, the service is a wrapper around the Salesforce Lightning CLI. It is a code review
tool that lets you scan your code for Lightning-specific issues. Lightning CLI is a linting tool
based on the open source ESLint project. Like ESLint, it flags issues it finds in your code.
Lightning CLI alerts you to specific issues related to LockerService. Issues that are flagged
include incorrect Lightning components code, use of unsupported or private Lightning APIs,
and a number of general JavaScript coding issues. Users have the ability to enhance the
code style section of the tool.
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